
Thank you!Thank you!Thank you!
PANORAMIC hits TWO years since the first
randomisation on 8th of December 2021!
Thank you to The Middlewood Partnership who have
been taking part since Day 1. 
Highest recruiting month so far for the Paxlovid
intervention: September 2023 - 410 randomisations.
Look out for our anniversary article which we’ll  be
circulating soon!
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participantsparticipants

14th - 15th December
20th - 26th December
28th December
1st January 2024

Recruitment will be closed on the following
dates:

Please refer to the email circulated on 
30th November for more details. 

The trial management team will be contactable on  
27th-29th December. 
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Hub CommunicationsHub Communications
The PANORAMIC promotional video has been
circulated as a .MPV file which will make it easier
to add to your waiting room TV displays.
The central team has sent out NIHR posters to all
sites covering the Molnupiravir results. Please
display these where relevant. 
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Please  remind participants to
make sure they, or a fellow

resident, are at home to receive
their IMP delivery. Royal Mail

should deliver by 1pm the day
after randomisation.
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Please ensure you add a stop date to your Delegation Log for any
leavers and provide the central team with a copy of the Log. 
Issue 24 of the PANORAMIC newsletter will be released slightly later next
month on Friday 12th January 2024.
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Christmas Cracker !Christmas Cracker !
We want to hear your best

Christmas joke! 
Email it to the main PANO inbox by  
15th of December and the team will

select their favourite and send a
chocolatey prize to the winner!
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